The refined Stirling numbers of the first kind are similarly defined in terms of set-partitions and the cardinalities of their disjoint blocks. Generating functions for these two types of refined Stirling numbers are derived using the Fa" a a di Bruno formula. These generating functions allow the derivation of recurrence relations for both types of refined Stirling numbers. # 2002
INTRODUCTION
The Stirling numbers of the first kind, ½ n m ; specify the number of permutations of n indices with m cycles. Similarly, the Stirling numbers of the second kind, f n m g; specify the number of set-partitions of a set of n objects (an n-set) into m subsets (blocks). Set-partitions into blocks whose cardinalities have a well-defined parity were studied by Touchard [6] and Carlitz [3] . Port [4] has recently studied partitions of an n-set into m non-empty blocks whose cardinalities are congruent to ' mod k; for some fixed ' ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; k À 1: He referred to the numbers of such partitions as the circular numbers of the second kind, and established the fact that while the ordinary Stirling numbers of the second kind and the Touchard numbers, which correspond to k ¼ 1 and 2, respectively, satisfy simple two-term recurrence relations, no such recurrence relations hold for the higher circular numbers of the second kind. A further extension which does satisfy a recurrence relation that forms a natural generalization of the one satisfied by the Stirling numbers of the second kind, although not by the Touchard numbers, will now be considered.
Relative to any integer k the cycles of a permutation (or the blocks of a set) can be assigned to k equivalence classes according to their length (cardinality) modulo k: Let m ' ; ' ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; k À 1; be the number of cycles (blocks) whose lengths (cardinalities) are congruent to ' mod k: The refined Stirling numbers of the first and the second kind
stand for the number of permutations (set-partitions) of n objects with m i cycles (blocks) whose lengths (cardinalities) are congruent to i mod k: Clearly,
and a similar relation holds for the refined Stirling numbers of the second kind. Generating functions and recurrence relations are presented for both kinds of refined Stirling numbers. An interesting distinction between the two types of recurrence relations is pointed out. The formulation of the derivation of generating functions of the kind presently considered was very extensively developed by Sachkov [5] , but it will be convenient to present their derivation in a self-contained manner.
THE REFINED STIRLING NUMBERS OF THE FIRST KIND
The Fa" a a di Bruno formula for the derivatives of a composite function [1] yields, for a function gðuÞ that is infinitely differentiable and that satisfies gð0Þ ¼ 0; 
The combinatorial applications of the Fa" a a di Bruno formula and the closely related Bell polynomials have been treated by Andrews [2] .
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The star ($) over the summation index stands for the restrictions
is the number of permutations of n indices that consist of a i cycles of length i; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; it follows that
is the number of permutations of n indices with m i cycles whose lengths are congruent to i mod k; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; k À 1: On the other hand, from Eq. (2) expðgðuÞÞ
REFINED STIRLING NUMBERS
Equating the right-hand side of Eq. (4) with that of Eq. (3), we note that the former is a generating function for the refined Stirling numbers of the first kind. For k ¼ 1; z ¼ 1; Eq. (2) yields gðuÞ ¼ Àl 0 logð1 À uÞ; from which follows the generating function for the Stirling numbers of the first kind:
The recurrence relation for the Stirling numbers of the first kind can easily be derived from this generating function.
The generating function for the corresponding refined Stirling numbers is
Taking l 1 ¼ 0; we obtain the generating function for the number of permutations with m 0 cycles, all of even lengths. Taking l 0 ¼ 0; we obtain the generating function for the number of permutations with m 1 cycles, all of odd lengths. Differentiating Eq. (4) with respect to u; we obtain
where the identity 6), equating the latter with the derivative of the former with respect to u and equating coefficients of equal powers of u and of l 0 ; l 1 ; . . . ; l kÀ1 ; we obtain the recurrence relation
In view of the different behavior exhibited by the corresponding recurrence relation for the refined Stirling number of the second kind (cf. the following section), it should be noted that the refined Stirling numbers of the first kind are determined in terms of lower n refined Stirling numbers that never possess a higher number of cycles of any equivalence class modulo k: In particular, for the refined Stirling numbers enumerating permutations whose cycle-lengths are divisible by k;
the recurrence relation reduces to
A similar recurrence relation is obtained from Eq. (7) when all cycles have cardinalities that are congruent to ' mod k for some definite 05'4k À 1; i.e.,
Equation (8), along with the initial value ½ 
which is a special case of Eq. (8) (or Eq. (7)) corresponding to k ¼ 1: Equation (9) can be obtained even more straightforwardly by noting that, on the one hand, substituting (3) and (4),
and, on the other hand, using Eq. (5), 
is the number of partitions of an n-set into a i blocks of cardinality i; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; it follows that 
Differentiating with respect to u; substituting Eq. (11) and equating coefficients of equal powers of u; we obtain the recurrence relation
REFINED STIRLING NUMBERS Unlike the recurrence relation for the refined Stirling numbers of the first kind, this recurrence relation involves terms in which the number of blocks of the various equivalence classes modulo k increases. Thus, the number of set-partitions of a given set into blocks whose cardinalities are divisible by k depends, via this recurrence relation, on refined Stirling numbers that correspond to partitions into blocks that belong to other equivalence classes modulo k: The special cases k ¼ 1 and k ¼ 2 are unique, the former trivially and the latter because it allows the derivation of alternative recurrence relations that involve refined Stirling numbers corresponding to partitions into blocks whose cardinalities have one definite parity. Thus, for k ¼ 1 the generating function becomes
Differentiating with respect to u yields the familiar recurrence relation for the ordinary Stirling numbers of the second kind,
For k ¼ 2; gðuÞ ¼ l 0 ðcoshðuÞ À 1Þ þ l 1 sinhðuÞ: Taking l 1 ¼ 0 we obtain the generating function for the number of set-partitions of a set of cardinality n into blocks whose cardinalities are even:
Differentiating twice with respect to u and using the basic hyperbolic function identities, one obtains the recurrence relation
which is Port's equation (9) [4] . This recurrence relation is not a special case of Eq. (12). Similarly, taking l 0 ¼ 0; we obtain the generating function and eventually the recurrence relation for the number of set-partitions of a set of cardinality n into blocks whose cardinalities are odd:
which is Port's equation (12) 
:
One might expect that triple differentiation with respect to u would be required. However, it turns out that the factors F 3;1 ðuÞ and F 3;2 ðuÞ enter in a manner that cannot be eliminated using identity (14). This obstacle was very clearly formulated by Port [4] in his Theorem 3. It is perhaps of some interest that the generating function 
